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High-Quality Products and Services for Every Stage of Life

Asset Formation and Asset Utilization
We have assembled a comprehensive lineup of products for

asset management, including investment trusts, and arrange

one-on-one discussion time for each client to determine the

individual’s ultimate objective, his or her thoughts on risk

assets and other factors inherent in the investment equation.

Based on such considerations as the life goals and investing

experience of each client, we then customize an investment

plan that combines several products, including deposits,

trusts and investment trusts.

Extending beyond assistance in formulating the right

approach for fund application, our specialized consultation

capabilities also encompass advice on the sale, purchase and

effective utilization of real estate. Through these services, we

help clients maximize their assets and realize a comfortable

life.

In March 2001, Chuo Mitsui Trust launched Best Quality,

a service for preferred members that presents various sup-

port options for the administration and management of

clients’ valuable assets.

Trusts and Deposits

Complementing such quintessential savings-oriented trust

products as Big, Hit and loan trusts, Chuo Mitsui Trust offers

a selection of deposits, such as large-lot term deposits, Super

term deposits and Spurt and Rhythm variable interest rate

deposits. We have a broad range of savings products, from

short to long term with fixed or variable interest rates, to

match the asset-formation needs of clients. Our efforts have

won market approval, an achievement substantiated by the

highest total fund balance of any trust bank in Japan.

Furthermore, of all domestic financial institutions, Chuo

Mitsui Trust has secured the highest balance of asset-

formation trusts (regular, pension and housing), a represen-

tative category of accumulated savings by which amounts are

deducted from the salaries of corporate employees.

Investment Trusts

Since the December 1998 start of investment trust sales,

Chuo Mitsui Trust has steadily enriched its list of investment

trust products to meet the diversified needs of clients. As a

result, the Bank now handles more than 60 investment

trusts, from products for which the principal is guaranteed,

to products highlighting overseas stock investment. Our

selection of investment trusts is among the widest offered by

domestic banks.

Business Policy
Chuo Mitsui Trust’s business policy is anchored by a basic
principle that emphasizes clients’ needs in the provision of
high-quality products and sophisticated services. The Bank
assists individuals in their financial goals with home loans
and a range of financial instruments, including loan trusts,
investment trusts and term deposits. We also demonstrate
specialized trust banking expertise through consultation-
type services on such topics as real estate and inheritance
and succession.

Chuo Mitsui Trust consistently seeks to ensure accessibil-
ity and convenience for clients. We maintain an extensive
domestic network—137 standard branches—as well as
centers dedicated to investment trust products and services,
and mini-branches, primarily in-store locations, that are also
open on weekends. We present clients with the additional
options of telephone banking and online investment trust
services.

Individual Services
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We were the first bank in

Japan to open investment

trust centers. Clients who are

particularly pressed for time

and are unable to visit a cen-

ter can reach investment trust

professionals by phone,

through telephone banking

and online, through Solution

Direct, to initiate an invest-

ment trust transaction.

These concerted marketing

efforts helped Chuo Mitsui

Trust acquire the top spot among domestic banks with a

balance of about ¥380 billion in investment trust assets

accepted as of March 31, 2001.

Helping Clients Buy a Home

We provide prospective homeowners with a spectrum of

services, starting with property information and culminating

in financing schemes.

In the area of property

information, clients can take

advantage of our years of

involvement in the real

estate business, as well as

easy access to a wealth of

real estate data from Sanshin

Realty Co., Ltd., and

Chushin Housing Services

Co., Ltd.

In regard to financing schemes, we provide total support,

from financial planning to tax advice. We have a broad

selection of loan products, including large-scale home loans

and a loan that facilitates the remodeling of homes to

accommodate two generations of family members.

At the end of March 2001, the balance of personal loans

stood at ¥2.2 trillion, placing Chuo Mitsui Trust at the

forefront of domestic trust banks in this category.

Property Utilization

Real estate, which occupies a significant measure of an

individual’s net worth, is nonetheless a difficult asset for

clients to apply as a source of income. Optimal use of real

estate requires broad-based knowledge in such areas as real

estate evaluation; compliance with rules and regulations; the

creation of a business blueprint and a plan for earnings and

expenses; and the formulation of a fund-procurement

strategy.

Chuo Mitsui Trust draws on its capabilities as a finance

professional to provide specialized advice. Our services

include a building and apartment loan that grants the funds

needed for fully capitalizing on a property’s potential, and

brokerage operations to facilitate the purchase, transfer and

disposal of real estate.

Other Services

Chuo Mitsui Trust’s other services are similar to those

offered by commercial banks and include, on behalf of

clients, acceptance of national tax, regional tax and public

utility payments, as well as stock-related operations, such as

the receipt of stock dividends and transfer of title.
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Investment Trust Selection and Evaluation

Picking the right investment trusts for one’s needs from a
huge array of possible choices is a difficult task. In the
United States, where investment trusts are already well
established, many investors select products using objective
evaluation data. We expect demand for such information to
grow in Japan as well, paralleling heightened interest in
investment trusts.

To meet anticipated demand, Chuo Mitsui Trust teamed
up with Morningstar Japan K.K., an affiliate of Morningstar.
Inc.— highly respected in Japan and the United States as an
investment trust assessor—in creating evaluation reports.
The Bank is marketing the objective data on investment
trusts to its clients—marking a first for a domestic bank.

Facilitation of Succession and Inheritance Issues
A question that many people find troublesome is how to

facilitate the transition of assets built up over a lifetime from

one generation to the next. One answer is through Chuo

Mitsui Trust’s integrated testamentary trust services, which

encompass everything from plans that facilitate the transfer

of assets to advice on the preparation of a will. We also keep

wills in custody, and assist in the execution of wills to ensure

that the final wishes of the deceased are recognized and

executed.

We also sort through testamentary paperwork on behalf of

heirs, thereby freeing the people who have recently acquired

new assets from the bulk of onerous filing that accompanies

an inheritance.

Testamentary Trusts

The drafting of a will is the best way for a person to specify

how assets are to be distributed upon death, thereby ensur-

ing that his or her spouse retains the greater part of an estate

or that a portion of assets are left to a particularly deserving

individual or charity.

Chuo Mitsui Trust assists in the preparation of wills,

based on the wishes of each client and requisite legal and

taxation considerations. The Bank also keeps wills in cus-

tody and assumes the role of executor, whose responsibility

it is to accurately discharge assets according to the contents

of the will.

Sophisticated capabilities, honed through years of

practical experience, have earned us a solid reputation for

germane advice on testamentary concerns. This market con-

fidence underscores our position as the trust bank with the

highest number of wills in custody.

Testamentary Processing

The formalities involved in inheriting an estate require a

detailed understanding of laws and taxation and demand

considerable time and effort to examine the components of

the estate and transfer titles to respective heirs. Inheritance-

related procedures can prove to be a daunting task for people

who are already juggling busy daily routines or who are

unfamiliar with all the paperwork. As an agent for heirs,

Chuo Mitsui Trust can considerably lessen the burden. We

can handle most of the paperwork, excluding taxation

forms.

Complementing these services, our asset consultants and

financial planners offer pertinent advice on practical and

profitable approaches for maximizing inherited assets.

Enhanced Network and Services
Chuo Mitsui Trust boasts the largest branch network of any

trust bank in Japan, and the Bank continues to extend its

reach, especially in the Tokyo metropolitan area, with invest-

ment trust centers and Consulplaza in-store branches. As

of July 2001, our network comprised 153 locations: 137

standard branches, three investment trust centers and

13 Consulplazas.

Investment Trust Centers

We marked a first in the domestic banking industry with the

establishment of three investment trust centers—at Shinjuku

Nishiguchi (west side of Shinjuku Station, in Tokyo), Umeda

(in Osaka) and Yokohama-Eki Nishiguchi (west side of

Yokohama Station). These centers hold free seminars on

investment trusts nearly every day of the week, including

weekends, and knowledgeable staff are ready with precise,

easy-to-understand recommendations to clients’ investment

trust questions.
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■ Domestic Branch Network

＊As of July 10, 2001
   Three investment trust centers and 
   13 Consulplazas excluded

Area              Number of Branches＊

Metropolitan   86
Tokai   17
Kansai   13
Other   21

Total  137

Metropolitan Area
86 Branches

Tokai Area
17 Branches

Kansai Area
13 Branches

In-Store Branches

Chuo Mitsui Trust is energetically developing Consulplaza

in-store branches, primarily at train stations and commercial

facilities such as department stores. Our Consulplazas are

open seven days a week, and act as convenient consultation

spaces where staff conduct one-on-one discussions with

each client.

At Consulplazas, visitors can obtain free advice on home

loans, real estate, wills and inheritance and the application

of funds, and make deposits into investment trusts as well as

standard trust and savings accounts. We aim to open new

access points, particularly in major urban centers in Japan.

Call Center

With a simple telephone call, clients can execute a variety

of transactions, from balance inquiries and money transfers

to deposits into investment trust and standard deposit

accounts. It is also possible to talk with a consultant about

certain products and services. In prioritizing enhanced

services for clients, we have been expanding call center func-

tions. As of March 31, 2001, the call center had expedited

the requests of more than 80,000 clients.

Internet Access

Solution Direct is a new service that fully supports clients’

asset management. Once registered as members of the ser-

vice, clients gain round-the-clock online access to buy or sell

units in investment

trusts and to view life-

plan and asset-

application simulations.

To encourage participa-

tion in investment

trusts, we have been

offering clients a 50% discount on the sales commission

charged when deposits are put into an investment trust

account.

Help on Holidays

We regularly offer weekend and holiday consultations so

that clients who are unable to visit a branch on weekdays

can still speak with one of our financial professionals.

Clients have voiced their appreciation for the extended

opportunity to discuss a range of topics, from asset applica-

tion options, such as investment trusts, to loans, real estate

and wills and inheritance.
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Major Business Activities

Fund Supply Hinges on Lending Operations
To satisfy clients’ varied fund-procurement requirements, we

offer a wide array of financial instruments, including long-

term loans to finance, for example, plant and equipment and

working capital, as well as overdrafts, short-term loans, dis-

counted bills, debt guarantees, securitized loans and impact

loans. We also act as trustee on corporate bond issues and

underwrite commercial paper.

Broad-Based Solutions in an Advisory Capacity
With the implementation of new accounting standards, busi-

nesses must elevate corporate value relative to capital costs.

Chuo Mitsui Trust simplifies the effort by using cash flow

analysis to help clients determine the business value of oper-

ating divisions and subsidiaries and, as a go-between to a

business tie-up or in some other advisory capacity, pinpoints

management problems. The Bank extends loans and also

presents solutions to discernible problems through a

combination of real estate and asset management services.

Funding through Securitization of Assets
Recourse loans and securitization of real estate, utilizing real

estate-managed trusts and special purpose companies, have

attracted attention as fund-raising instruments that maxi-

mize the merits of trust products. To accurately respond to

growing demand for such financing tools, Chuo Mitsui Trust

strives to apply accumulated know-how in real estate while

fully demonstrating its trust-banking expertise. The Bank

also proposes financing schemes, including those featuring

trust-style securitization of client-held money claims, such

as credit receivables and bill credits.

Domestic Syndicated Loans
A syndicated loan is a form of financing through which an

arranger—a financial institution designated by the client to

act as the managing underwriter—negotiates with several

banks to consolidate under a single agreement the lending

conditions and other factors associated with separate loans.

For clients, this process integrates fund procurement from

multiple sources and streamlines corporate financing

activities.

In Europe and the United States, syndicated loans remain

an extremely popular form of fund procurement. This

widespread acceptance abroad has recently permeated the

corporate perspective in Japan. Chuo Mitsui Trust has thus

established a special unit for syndicated loans and will

aggressively pursue such loans as arranger.

Corporate Services

Business Policy
Chuo Mitsui Trust accurately addresses the increasingly
diverse fund-procurement needs of its corporate clients
through a variety of financial instruments. The Bank comple-
ments traditional lending operations with asset-backed
financing, such as securitization of real estate and non-
recourse loans, and resourcefully engages in syndicated
loans, a fund-raising option for which the transaction volume
is increasing in Japan.

We do not limit our deposit products, trusts and invest-
ment trusts to individuals. These lines are also available to
our corporate clients to facilitate fund-management
objectives.

Financial Services
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Venture Business Investment
We teamed up with Chuo Mitsui Capital Co., Ltd., a strate-

gic subsidiary in the area of private equity, to aggressively

support and invest in the strategic investments of major cor-

porations, such as venture businesses that have made excel-

lent progress in growth fields. We also arrange investment

financing for schemes, such as management buyouts that

result from the reorganization of corporate groups.

Risk Hedging
Clients seeking to manage and control the variability of

interest rate and exchange rate risks can rely on Chuo Mitsui

Trust for timely market information. The Bank also main-

tains a selection of derivative products, including swaps,

options and foreign exchange futures transactions that

accomplish clients’ risk-hedging objectives.

Fund Management
Chuo Mitsui Trust presents numerous vehicles for fund

management: deposits, trusts and investment trusts.

We handle a range of deposits, from liquid deposits to

term deposits, including large-lot, Super and foreign-

currency-denominated products.

Our line of trust products features separately operated

money trusts for securities investments, fund trusts, speci-

fied money trusts and money trusts other than specified

money trusts. We also market units of trust beneficiary

rights derived through debt securitization and for which

clients may anticipate higher returns from the higher

inherent risk.

In the area of investment trusts, Chuo Mitsui Trust boasts

the widest selection of products in Japan. The content is

suitably varied to match the diversity that colors clients’

investment strategies.

Employee Welfare Support Services
We have prepared an assorted menu of welfare support

services for fulltime employees at client companies that

includes homeowner financing, corporate discount loans

and financial consulting. Capitalizing on the merits of

extranets, we launched Chuo Mitsui Trust Online Consulta-

tion Office, an online access point linking clients’ in-house

personal computer networks to our system through an

extranet structure. Any questions that employees might have

regarding the content or availability of certain financial

products can be answered online.

Other Services
Business Support Services

Utilizing internal and external networks, Chuo Mitsui Trust

undertakes support services matched to clients’ business

needs. The Bank helps clients in their efforts to nurture

business opportunities with various information and care-

fully assists in the expansion of marketing channels or the

introduction of a potential user of the company’s technology.

Leasing Transactions

We offer several financial services that highlight leasing and

installment options as a means to prevent office automation

devices, telecommunications equipment, commercial facili-

ties and other machinery from becoming outdated in fields

where technological breakthroughs are a particularly com-

mon occurrence, and to promote operational rationalization

and efficiency.

PC-Based Services

We offer a fund transfer and exchange service that facilitates

the execution of relevant transactions from personal com-

puters (PCs) and other electronic information devices, as

well as a contact and inquiry service that transmits details on

account balances, transfers, deposits and withdrawals.

Lending Concept

Lending to individuals is an activity to which we have devoted
particular attention, and this focus has resulted in the highest
lending balance of any trust bank in Japan. We will preserve
this standing through the continued establishment of
Consulplaza in-store branches and the development of loan
products fine-tuned to the needs of individuals.
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　受託資産運用業務

Major Business Activities

Japan’s Largest Pool of Asset Managers
The Asset Management Sector is responsible for about ¥16

trillion in funds, including corporate pensions, public pen-

sions and public sector funds, managed in various formats,

according to plans formulated with the explicit input of cli-

ents. The high quality of our asset-management operations is

underscored by merits of scale, upheld by the largest share of

fund assets under management in Japan, and by a skilled

group of some 200 professionals who continue to achieve

excellence in fund management.

Top-Caliber Asset-Management Capabilities
Asset Management Policy and Function-Specific Structure

Our asset management policy prioritizes consistency and

clarity. To uphold this philosophy, we arranged operations

into a function-specific structure paralleling the Plan→
Do→See process for fund-management products that con-

nects all aspects, from the drafting of an investment strategy

to the evaluation of a fund’s performance.

In November 2000, we realigned the prevailing separate

portfolio structure of the Fund Management Sector into the

Research and Investment Department and the Quantitative

Investment Department, according to the techniques and

styles used in managing funds. The new structure has

elevated our level of expertise.

Retaining a Cadre of Experts
In January 2001, Chuo Mitsui Trust revised its personnel

system and introduced an annual salary format—the special-

ist course—for fund-management professionals in the Asset

Management Sector. Because the new format recognizes the

achievements of individuals, it will encourage staff to excel

in their jobs. Moreover, the specialist course will help the

Bank attract and keep new employees with distinguished

skills and credentials, polish capabilities under the afore-

mentioned function-specific structure and heighten the

quality of fund-management products.

Active Management Based on In-House Research

The strong point of our active management operations is the

process by which our richly experienced fund managers

establish funds, based either on research by corporate ana-

lysts or critiques by econometric analysts. Of note, our teams

of corporate and econometric analysts proudly wear the

Business Policy
Our trust asset management business is a solution-style
investment approach utilizing high-quality fund-management
products to successfully accomplish the investment strate-
gies of clients. To this end, we communicate closely with
clients to pinpoint the most essential requirements of their
investment plans, then select the most suitable products and
chart the best way to utilize each instrument to reach the
desired goals.

Our investment targets cover domestic and foreign stocks
and bonds, and our product lines, diverse in terms of man-
agement technique as well as style, employ active and
passive—or index-based—funds. We aim to keep our
products at the top of the industry performance list and will
continue to adjust and reinforce the lineup.

We will also sharpen our competitive edge through
stronger ties with State Street Corp., a U.S.-based passive
manager respected worldwide for its know-how and
prominent scale.

Trust Asset Management Business
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■ Framework for Trust Asset Management Business
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Publication of Passive Core Strategies—New Currents in
Pension Fund Management

Over the years, Chuo Mitsui Trust has amassed a vast and
varied amount of know-how related to passive funds. Apply-
ing its perspective as an industry leader, the Bank published
Passive Core Strategies—New Currents in Pension Fund
Management, under the editorial supervision of Yasuhiro
Yonezawa, a professor at Yokohama National University.
This book, released on February 13,
2001, highlights the position of pas-
sive funds in pension fund manage-
ment, potential problems and
practical solutions related to passive
funds, and future prospects. As the
first publication in Japan to systemati-
cally detail the serviceability of pas-
sive funds, this work has already
drawn high praise from people in
the business.

industry crown, in terms of skill as well as number. Recent

fund performance has further enhanced Chuo Mitsui Trust’s

reputation in the market with regard to active funds.

High-Quality Passive Management

Chuo Mitsui Trust was quick to realize the utility of passive

management and has worked over many years to popularize

this type of fund and further improve the quality of related

products. Capitalizing on accumulated experience and

know-how, the Bank has secured a forefront position in this

field, underscored by a balance of key domestic stock passive

funds exceeding ¥1 trillion—an industry first.

In September 2000, we joined State Street Bank in the

establishment of a joint venture—Chuo Mitsui State Street

Advisors Co., Ltd.,—to attain higher quality on foreign stock

passive funds.

Unified Risk-Management Structure
We anticipate enactment of a corporate pension law during

the fiscal year ending March 31, 2002, as well as greater dis-

cussion concerning the trustee responsibilities of investment

institutions. Against this backdrop, risk management and

compliance have acquired priority status among areas

requiring improvement at investment institutions.

In April 2000, Chuo Mitsui Trust installed the Investment

Risk Management Department and introduced a risk-

management structure for asset-management operations that

consolidates compliance, risk management and performance

evaluation in one place. This structure underpins diligence

in the Bank’s execution of its obligations as a trustee.
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Business Policy
In the trust asset administration business, success depends
on a sharp price-oriented competitive edge, forged by the
merits of scale and investment in information technology
(IT), and a distinguished profile, substantiated by the
provision of high-quality, high-value-added information
characteristic of the master trust system.

In seeking enhanced price competition in the area of
domestic marketable securities administration, Chuo Mitsui
Trust is pursuing talks toward equal participation in Japan
Trustee Services Bank, Ltd., which was established in June
2000 by Sumitomo Trust & Banking Co., Ltd., and Daiwa
Bank, Ltd. With regard to foreign marketable securities
administration, we are working to trim costs by channeling
foreign securities custody operations into State Street Bank
and Trust Co., one of the world’s leading global custodians.
We have already concentrated ¥4.5 trillion in assets at State
Street Bank.

Toward a distinguished profile underscored by excellence
in master trust services, we will strive to extend high-value-
added information by drawing on our ties to State Street
Bank and by processing data accumulated in our capacity
as an asset administrator.

Major Business Activities

Overview of the Asset-Administration Business
The prolonged era of low interest rates has been the primary

fuel feeding heightened interest in the asset-management

business. The other side to this operating coin is the asset-

administration business.

When fund managers designate investment of the assets

in pensions, investment trusts and other portfolios, organiza-

tions skilled in the administration of invested assets step up

to bat. Asset-management services fulfill this role and have

attracted market attention in recent years because of the

high-value-added nature of the basic service elements,

including custody, settlement, accounting and record-

keeping, but also for the use of IT.

Information Technology Investment Elevates Quality
Concurrently, demand for global investment and asset

administration is growing, while the rapid advance of the

Internet revolution causes the world’s investment securities

markets to coalesce.

Chuo Mitsui Trust already supports participation in the

investment securities markets of almost 90 countries as an

asset-administration institution, and recognizes that systems

are indispensable to accurately and efficiently expediting

these activities. To this end, the Bank has positioned its

asset-administration business as an “IT industry” and is

resourcefully tackling sophisticated systems installation and

other information-oriented investments.

Our quick and dynamic responses have paved the way for

others in the industry to follow. We have, for example,

implemented straight-through processing, which electroni-

cally automates a series of operations, from contract to

settlement and reconciliation. We have also revamped the

securities settlement system with a particular focus on

tighter settlement periods. Furthermore, we have introduced

market-price and contract-based accounting systems, and

have enriched disclosure by utilizing the Internet as a timely,

cost-effective communication tool.

High-Value-Added Services
In the area of corporate pension funds, master trust services

have attracted considerable interest as a conduit for consoli-

dated management and custody of assets in multiple pension

plans or assets under the management of several investment

companies. Chuo Mitsui Trust is making steady headway

toward the marketable realization of such services.

Trust Asset Administration Business
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■ Master Record-Keeping Services
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Master Record-Keeping Services

Master record-keeping services collect, consolidate and pro-
cess investment information by client from several asset-
administration institutions, and provide respective clients
with reports concerning overall investments. These timely
reports are available through the Internet and help clients
pinpoint the status of their investments, evaluate fund
performances and manage risks.

Chuo Mitsui Trust began master record-keeping services
in January 2001, and current subscribers include pension
funds. These services herald the arrival of master trusts
in Japan.

As part of the process, we are working with Sumitomo

Trust, Daiwa Bank, Sumitomo Life Insurance Co., Ltd., and

Mitsui Mutual Life Insurance Co. to develop a master

record-keeping service—an information consolidation

service that clients have prioritized among master trust ser-

vices. This service, which was launched in January 2001,

presents clients with indispensable investment-related statis-

tics and a range of information, from fund performance and

evaluation to risk management, irrespective of the different

asset-administration institutions involved, and thereby

facilitates the pursuit of more sophisticated application of

pension funds and other portfolios.

The distribution infrastructure for record-keeping data

was put into place in October 2000, with the installation of a

newly developed system called MATRiX—the Master Trust

System for Internet Experts. This online information dis-

closure system dispatches electronic files via the Internet,

enabling users to acquire information in a more timely

fashion than conventional paper-based processes have

allowed. Clients are clearly impressed with the ease at which

data transmitted through MATRiX can be downloaded and

processed.

Through our relationship with State Street Bank, we will

introduce to clients in Japan a suitable selection of the

services already available in the United States, where the

concept of master trusts is well established.

External Audits Ensure Transparency
We regard accuracy in asset administration and transparency

in related accounting procedures as important peripheral

aspects of our services to clients. From the perspective of

maintaining the integrity of asset custody conditions and

internal controls, we already marked a milestone among

Japanese trust banks in fiscal 1999 by implementing external

audits under a periodic audit format conforming to the U.S.

audit standard SAS70. In the same fiscal year, we also

executed the industry’s first fund audit for jointly operated

corporate pension funds. We will continue to implement

these audits.

It is also worthwhile to mention that, prior to the merger

that created Chuo Mitsui Trust, in February 1999 Chuo

Trust acquired ISO 9002 quality certification from the Inter-

national Organization for Standardization (ISO) for its asset-

administration services. This, too, was a first, not only in our

industry but among all financial institutions in Japan. In

September 2000, Chuo Mitsui Trust passed a special purpose

audit to officially obtain certification under the merged

bank’s name.
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Business Policy
Public pension schemes have been influenced by various
reforms, which mirror the growing percentage of elderly in
the domestic population. Corporate pension schemes, which
supplement public pensions, are also undergoing major
transformation. Meanwhile, the operating environment for
businesses is changing enormously, typified by the introduc-
tion of new corporate accounting standards, the establish-
ment of a law on defined benefit-style corporate pensions,
and the implementation of defined-contribution plans. In
response, Chuo Mitsui Trust is building a structure for pen-
sion trust operations that will fully meet clients’ needs, from
broad-based advice on retirement benefit schemes to
actuarial calculations, system design and administration.

Of all the trust banks in Japan, Chuo Mitsui Trust boasts
the largest scale and deepest reserve of pension-oriented
specialization. It is these components, underscored by
sophisticated computer systems and skilled professionals,
that enable the Bank to provide exceptional services.

Major Business Activities

Consulting Services
Chuo Mitsui Trust carries out a wide range of consulting

services, from advice on the implementation of pension

plans to asset management and system administration.

On the financial front, we possess a solid group of pen-

sion experts, including the industry’s largest team of pension

actuaries, who extend excellent, on-the-mark recommenda-

tions and always strive to propose services that anticipate

market developments.

We invest in personnel and systems to fortify the quality

of services related to disclosure of retirement benefit obliga-

tions, required under new corporate accounting standards

effective in fiscal 2000, and to report pension amounts

according to FAS87, a U.S. accounting standard. Demand for

expert opinions has grown, paralleling enforcement of the

new corporate accounting standards and enactment of the

law on defined benefit-style corporate pensions. As a partner

in our clients’ investment efforts, we will respond with a

range of consulting services for retirement benefit plans,

particularly pension asset-liability management (ALM)

analysis and financial advice.

Responding to the Law on Defined Benefit-Style Plans
Changes related to the law on defined benefit-style corporate

pensions and implementation of new corporate accounting

standards, which reflect economic globalization, have

rapidly accelerated interest in corporate pensions. The law

heralds expanded choice in the pension plans available to

companies, encourages greater discussion on retirement

benefit schemes in general, and thereby raises the potential

of diverse corporate pension needs.

These needs are only met through the physical schemes

for fund administration and management at trust organiza-

tions. Chuo Mitsui Trust has already advanced its systems

investment schedule to realize new pension plans, and

enhanced the skills of its professionals to further polish

consulting capabilities on all retirement benefit schemes,

from measures to mitigate retirement benefit obligations to

recommendations on personnel systems following business

restructuring or revision of a personnel system.

The merger that created Chuo Mitsui Trust produced the

advantages of expanded operating scale and a deeper reser-

voir of expertise in the administration of many kinds of

pension schemes. Reinforced by the newest computer sys-

tems, we possess the power to fully address the diversified

Pension Trust Operations
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Stronger Information Distribution Capacity

The environment surrounding pension schemes in Japan is in
a tremendous state of change. Corporate investors demand
high-level capabilities and equally sophisticated decision-
making skills with regard to pension plans and asset man-
agement, and Chuo Mitsui Trust is thus working to reinforce
its ability to provide useful information.

For example, in Nenkin Report—our quarterly pension
report—we highlight recent pension fund developments and
include insightful articles. We are pleased to note that circu-
lation of Nenkin Report is now close to 10,000 copies.

We also aim to enhance the information we provide via
the Internet to better educate clients about changes to
pension schemes.

■ Expanding Pension Trust Operations
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requirements of corporate pension funds. We will do every-

thing we can to cement our position as the lead player in

supporting new corporate pension plans.

New Business Development: Defined Contribution Plans
Conditions conducive to the introduction of a defined-

contribution pension scheme have arrived in Japan, under-

scored by a general revision of the prevailing retirement

benefit scheme, a new corporate climate, and social and eco-

nomic adjustments, hinging on demographic shifts—namely

fewer children and more seniors. With a forward-looking

perspective, Chuo Mitsui Trust established a project team

dedicated to the creation of defined-contribution plans for

the domestic market, and aims to provide a full line of

services dealing with this type of pension plan.

The implementation of defined-contribution plans and

the provision of related services will require excellent skills

covering a spectrum of activities, from advice on how to

initiate such plans to services that address administration of

records and assets, furnish products for fund application and

promote investment education. Chuo Mitsui Trust was quick

to invest in personnel—yielding the industry’s biggest and

most experienced group—to maximize accumulated experi-

ence and solid results in the area of defined-benefit plans,

and thereby ensure consistently top-caliber services for

defined-contribution plans in Japan.

Amid the great changes taking place in the business

world, many companies are considering the establishment

of defined-contribution plans, but the needs of corporate

clients are varied. Some businesses are only thinking about

the introduction of such plans alongside existing plans,

while others are contemplating sweeping revision of their

existing retirement benefit schemes.

As a prominent trust organization capable of a compre-

hensive response to evolving needs, Chuo Mitsui Trust will

be ready with a broad array of services. We will successfully

perform our expanded role in the new pension era.
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Stock Transfer Agency Clients

■ Comparative Shares in the Trust Banking Industry 
      (As of March 31, 2001)

 Shareholders under Administration

 Chuo Mitsui Trust�
 31%

All Other Companies
 69%

 Chuo Mitsui Trust
 33%

  All Other Companies
 67%

Business Policy
Stock transfer agency services allow Chuo Mitsui Trust to
undertake, on behalf of listed companies, the administration
of transfers of title and shareholder lists and other extremely
vital activities required of stock-issuing companies. As the
industry’s largest stock transfer agency, the Bank enjoys a
scale of overwhelming proportions. At March 31, 2001, we
had administered transfers for 1,755 domestic companies
and served nearly 13 million shareholders.

Having cemented a vanguard position, we will consistently
seek to provide services that go the extra mile, and to this
end we take an active approach to the expansion of open
markets, such as the Tokyo Stock Exchange’s Market for the
High-Growth and Emerging Stocks (“Mothers”) and Japan’s
National Association of Securities Dealers Automated
Quotation (NASDAQ Japan). We aim to fully demonstrate the
wealth of experience and vast knowledge we have accumu-
lated through the provision of legal services highly regarded
by client companies, accurate processing services sup-
ported by comprehensive mechanization and enhanced
service counter access underscored by the industry’s widest
branch and service network. Furthermore, we will strive to
maintain prompt and accurate processing of diverse stock-
related tasks for clients and their shareholders.

Major Business Activities

Primary Stock-Related Activities
• Create and manage shareholder lists

• Process transfers of title and stock purchases under a full

trading unit

• Record changes in shareholders’ personal details, such as

addresses and registered seals

• Safeguard provisional stock certificates and reissue stock

certificates

• Send invitations to general shareholders’ meetings, stuff

envelopes and mail voting notices

• Calculate and distribute dividends

Legal Services and Timely Disclosure
Stock transfer agency services are governed by strict legal

guidelines. In addition, frequent revisions to the Commercial

Code and the Securities and Exchange Law, among other

legislation, have emphasized the importance of compliance.

Chuo Mitsui Trust has the well-trained staff and the required

response structure to solve whatever questions clients may

have regarding legal revisions.

We also organize lectures on legal issues and offer timely

answers to various stock-service questions in Shoken Daiko

News (“Stock Agency News”), a monthly publication, Shoken

Daiko Kenkyu (“Stock Agency Research”), a quarterly report,

and other professional publications.

Swift and Accurate Processing through Comprehensive
Mechanization
Chuo Mitsui Trust has embraced the mechanization of stock

services. The Bank maintains the industry’s first electronic

data processing system for shareholder lists. Other systems

include an optical card reader system for stock certificates,

Stock Transfer Agency Services
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Electronic General Meetings

Companies send invitations and notices to shareholders
about general shareholders’ meetings. Shareholders who
are unable to attend the meetings may exercise their voting
rights by remitting a specific form or a proxy statement to
the respective companies. Currently, these procedures are
executed by mail, but discussions are underway on legisla-
tive revisions that would allow electronic transmission of
required forms through such channels as the Internet.

To ensure a swift response to evolving trends and begin
services as soon as laws are in place, Chuo Mitsui Trust is
following a detailed plan that guides the Bank in the develop-
ment of systems and the establishment of a suitable
administrative structure for stock transfer agency services.

an image-processing system for shareholder votes, and the

Image Workflow System, which converts stock certificates,

invoices and other documents into image data that can be

used to create statistical representations on-screen and expe-

dite reconciliation tasks. Mechanization ensures accuracy in

all aspects of stock services, for example the transfer of title

and the calculation and payment of dividends.

In August 2000, we initiated complete outsourcing of

stock transfer agency tasks to Chuo Mitsui Stock Transfer

Agency Business Co., Ltd., a subsidiary, to elicit a more

efficient office-management structure. We are now working

steadily to accelerate and rationalize administrative tasks,

for example through the August 2001 introduction of the

industry’s first automated document-transportation system.

Supplementary Range of Services for Clients
Chuo Mitsui Trust provides a range of supplementary stock-

related services. For example, we gather real-time informa-

tion on shareholders under our administration and prepare

updates on the status of transfers of title. This service is also

available on CD-ROM. We calculate the amount of voting

stock held by shareholders attending the general sharehold-

ers’ meeting, undertake foreign shareholder surveys and pro-

mote proxy voting. We operate a 24-hour automated voice

mail system that handles requests for various forms.

Coinciding with the establishment of a new law on invest-

ment trusts and investment companies in November 2000,

restrictions on real estate investment trusts (REIT) were

lifted in Japan. Working quickly, Chuo Mitsui Trust began

offering a REIT fund in March 2001 as part of the Bank’s

efforts to respond quickly and accurately to clients needs

amid the daily changes that characterize the market

environment.
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Business Policy
As part of the asset-administration services characteristic
of trust banks, real estate operations hinge on the provision
of high-level counsel to clients. We engage in a wide array of
services, including appraisals, brokerage of properties for
sale and rental, and agency sales of condominiums and
detached homes, as well as consultations on the effective
utilization of property, investment in property and invest-
ment trusts using securitization of property holdings.

An integration of property and financing instruments is
unfolding in the real estate market, owing to such develop-
ments as the securitization of property and the lifting of
the ban on real estate investment trusts (REIT). This trend
toward integration has generated increased opportunity for
Chuo Mitsui Trust to demonstrate the specialization it has
accumulated through years of experience and know-how as
a financial institution with real estate expertise. We will con-
tinue to maximize the specialization characteristic of a trust
bank and undertake planning and services that fully address
clients’ needs.

Major Business Activities

Service Structure and Profitability
Chuo Mitsui Trust laid out a format for its real estate opera-

tions that would maximize the benefits of an expanded client

base—created through the merger of Chuo Trust and Mitsui

Trust—and quickly raise efficiency and profitability. Specifi-

cally, the Bank organized operations into three headquarter

departments—Real Estate Planning Department, Real Estate

Business Department and Real Estate Administration

Department—and reviewed staffing in these departments

and at branches to ensure the best allocation of administra-

tive resources and greater market response flexibility.

In addition, we expanded consistency in marketing proce-

dures, especially in the areas of consulting and planning, and

thoroughly enhanced the level of expertise in our employees.

Consequently, we achieved the performance goals outlined

in our financial health improvement plan for real estate

operations ahead of schedule. We had anticipated ¥10.2

billion in fiscal 2000 but posted ¥11.6 billion.

Of special note, we increased brokerage of properties for

sale, a key area of real estate operations, and brought more

land trusts under administration, a reflection of thriving

activity in the real estate securitization market.

To further improve operating efficiency and profitability,

we have fine-tuned real estate operations. In July 2001, we

realigned the three departments noted above into two

departments—the Real Estate Planning and Administration

Department and the Real Estate Business Department.

Specialization Reinforces Consultation Capacity
Chuo Mitsui Trust enjoys the top spot among trust banks in

regard to real estate specialists, who as of March 31, 2001,

numbered 190: 127 appraisers and 63 associate appraisers.

Our solid network of expertise also includes about 3,700

certified real estate dealers and first-rate architects posted

throughout the country. We round out these talents with in-

house access and external ties to professionals, including

lawyers, analysts, certified public accountants and certified

tax accountants. Furthermore, we stay tuned for the latest

developments and maintain a structure whereby each

employee undertakes proposal marketing to support the

corporate strategies of clients.

We expect domestic structural reforms and changes in

corporate accounting systems to necessitate a wider response

to mark-to-market accounting and loss accounting, heighten

demand for asset consolidation and recombination through

Real Estate Operations
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Real Estate Investment Trusts

J-REIT is a structure through which funds are collected from
multiple investors, a trust is formed or an investment com-
pany is established under special tax measures, diversified
investment is channeled through these conduits to profit-
generating real estate, and investment returns are
distributed to investors.

Following the start of a listing system at the Tokyo Stock
Exchange, investment units and trust beneficiary certificates
issued by investment companies can be traded on the
market like stocks.

■ J-REIT Structure—A Scheme Utilizing Investment Companies
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real estate securitization and foster more corporate breakups

and mergers. We will present excellent proposals that match

clients’ diverse financial needs.

Tackling Property Securitization and J-REIT
Promulgation of the Special Purpose Company Law in

September 1998 turned the securitization spotlight onto real

estate. Quick to realize how important real estate securi-

tization would be to corporate financing strategies, Chuo

Mitsui Trust formed an in-house team dedicated to real

estate securitization. Efforts to improve project arrangement

capabilities and identify the needs of investors have resulted

in more transactions.

Our trust function has been invaluable in the formation of

real estate securitization schemes. Our volume of real estate-

managed investment trusts incorporating real estate

securitization reached 34 contracts, valued at ¥283.1 billion

in fiscal 2000, and pushed the aggregate number of contracts

under the Bank’s management to 54, worth ¥426.0 billion.

As of May 31, 2001, the number of contracts had grown to

60, with a total value of ¥545.1 billion.

We are also aggressively encouraging the inclusion of

non-recourse loans into real estate securitization transac-

tions. Our efforts have positioned us as a major participant

in the field of real estate securitization.

Non-recourse loans are a form of asset finance backed by

the profitability of the assets themselves, compared with

conventional corporate finance, which hinges on corporate

creditworthiness and ratings. With operations encompassing

real estate, securities and finance, Chuo Mitsui Trust can mix

and match with other financial instruments, such as real

estate-managed trusts and non-recourse loans, to create

securitization structures.

In November 2000, an amendment to the law on invest-

ment trusts and investment companies lifted the ban on J-

REIT, the REIT structure used in Japan. In May 2001, Chuo

Mitsui Trust initiated asset-custody services that hold and

administer the assets of investment companies. The Bank

will continue to gather overall strengths and resourcefully

undertake asset-custody services because this business

makes the best use of trust-banking know-how.


